Directions
to SES head office
Buschstraße 2, 53113 Bonn

Underground
 From Bonn Central Station, take the underground towards Bad
Godesberg/Bundesviertel (lines 16/63/66) and get off at the station Museum König
(driving time: approximately 4 minutes).
 From ICE-Station Siegburg/Bonn take line 66 and get off at the station Museum König
(driving time: approximately 29 minutes).
You leave the station Museum König on the side of the street where the museum is located
and walk contrary to the driving direction. Pass Museum König and the DERAG-Hotel
Kanzler (approximately 200 m), and turn left into Schedestraße, then, after approximately
100 m, turn left into Buschstraße.
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Airport-Express-Bus SB 60
Take the Airport-Express-Bus SB 60 from Terminal 1 or 2 to the last station Bonn Central
Station. From there, you can take the underground lines mentioned above. The airport bus
ticket is also valid for connecting undergrounds to SES.
PASSENGER CAR
 From Bonn (city centre) follow Adenauerallee (B 9) towards Bad Godesberg and turn
right into Schedestraße before the DERAG-Hotel Kanzler. Then turn left into
Buschstraße.
 From Bad Godesberg or motorway junction Bonn-Ost via Konrad-Adenauer Bridge:
Follow B9 towards Köln, then turn left at Bundeskanzlerplatz and drive directly before the bridge Reuterbrücke - on the right side along the bridge. The Buschstraße
is the street on the right.
 From BAB 565, from the direction Meckenheimer Kreuz: Take the exit 7 Bonn
Poppelsdorf leading to Reuterstraße. Get in left lane on the bridge Reuterbrücke. At
the end of the bridge turn left into the opposite direction. The Buschstraße is the
street on the right.
No parking-zones in Schedestraße and Buschstraße are strictly controlled!
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